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Abstract 

Anthropologists who did fieldwork among Ainu in the end of 19
th

 and in the beginning of 20
th

 

centuries wrote down legend about mythical ethnicity living in Hokkaido and Sakhalin before 

Ainu; the ethnicity was named corpok-kur or tonci. Some anthropologists considered the tribe as 

really existed and some considered it as mythical. The legend inspired some anthropologists to 

think that Jōmon and Ainu aren’t related. Corpok-kur and ton-ci are clearly etymologized Ainu 

words; also words that look much alike were used by Ainu to name their dwellings. 

Geographical distribution of the legend evidences that it was spread there where Ainu were 

already more or less japanized, i.e.: it was spread in Hokkaido, Sakhalin but was unknown in 

northern Kuril islands. These facts along with data of archaeology and physical anthropology 

evidence that corpok-kur is nothing but a mythical tribe while artifacts of Jōmon are products of 

direct ancestors of Ainu.   
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1. Problem introduction 

Anthropologists who did fieldwork among Ainu in the end of 19
th

 and in the beginning of 20
th

 

centuries (John Batchelor, Tsuboi Shogorō, Bronislaw Pilsudski, Leo Sternberg) wrote down 

different variants of so called legend of koropukkuru/corpok kur
1
 [tsorpok kur]. 

Writing corpok-kur is correct while widely spread koro-pok-guru isn’t, because of the 

following: firstly, koropok is just a distortion of original Ainu corpok [tsorpok] – “under”; 

secondly, in Ainu language sound [g] does not exist as an independent phoneme and is just a 

realization of phoneme /k/; also the final [u] in kuru isn’t original Ainu but an influence of 

Japanese since in Japanese no CVC syllables are allowed.  

General plot of the legend about corpok-kur is the following: when the Ainu came to Hokkaido / 

Sakhalin, they encountered people living in pit-houses and manufacturing ceramic ware. 

Representatives of that ethnicity were dwarfish and apparently not very different from the Ainu 

as well as Ainu they hunted on land and sea animals and fished. In addition, they used to abduct 

Ainu women, which is why the Ainu began to conduct war with that tribe and eventually forced 

him to leave Hokkaido / Sakhalin.  In Hokkaido that mythical tribe was called corpok-kur in 

Sakhalin – tonci.  

When began serious study of the Ainu culture and archaeological researches of Jōmon culture 

(13000 – 300 BC) anthropologists repeatedly interrogated Ainu about the origin of pits left from 

dugouts as well as of pottery and stone tools and in response they received the tale of corpok-kur. 

Ainu also added that neither they nor their ancestors had never built dugouts and had never used 

pottery or stone ware. 

                                                           
1
 In this text Ainu words are basically given in practical Ainu orthography and transcription is shown there where 

reading isn’t obvious. 

mailto:aynu@inbox.ru
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Anthropologists’ offered different interpretations of the legend; and generally they all can be 

subdivided into two trends: some anthropologists (S. Tsuboi, B. Pilsudski) believed that corpok-

kur – really existed and was supplanted by the Ainu and that pits dwellings, pottery and stone 

tools were not artifacts of Ainu origin but of  corpok-kur tribe. 

 Other anthropologists (R. Torii, E. Koganei, N.G. Munro, B. Laufer, J. Batchelor) considered 

corpok-kur as a mythical tribe and believed that creators of the ancient pit houses, pottery and 

stone tools were Ainu themselves. Anthropologists of the second group pointed on similarities 

of Jōmon era artifacts and artifacts of so called historical Ainu, and on the apparent similarity of 

anthropological features of Jōmon population and historical Ainu. By nowadays the latter view 

generally prevailed, but the debate on this topic lasted for a very long time until the second half 

of 20
th

 century and sometimes the problem arises again. For instance, in Japanese anthropology 

question of Ainu – Jōmon relationship is still to some extent controversial. It’s somehow 

determined by politics as far as Japanese officials always want to detach Ainu culture from its 

roots and represent Ainu as a primitive tribe of the North which needs Japanese protection and 

rule but not as descendants of Jōmon who were creator of one of the greatest culture which 

seriously influenced all cultures existed in Japan later. Also when they discuss about ancient 

times, first of all, the main attention is paid to the materials found in archaeological excavations 

which are often considered outside the context of environment and temporal context and often 

without any correlation with general context of the studied of culture. 

2. Tsuboi hypothesis 

Tsuboi theory was first proposed by him in the late XIX century. Its main points are as follows: 

1. Tsuboi thought that differences in the structure of the human skeleton of Jōmon era and 

that of contemporary Ainu supposedly are quite substantial, so it is possible to deny the 

continuity of these populations. 

 

2. Dogū 土偶 clay figurines, found in a variety of cultural layers of the Jōmon era, can be 

interpreted as portraits of people of Stone Age. Clothes, hairdo, anthropological type and 

other features of figurines made Tsuboi conclude that dogū are portraits of Eskimo but 

not Ainu. Particular attention was paid to so called ‘figurines in sunglasses ‘, i.e.: 

figurines with very large eyes, sometimes occupying nearly two-thirds of face. 

 

3. Tsuboi also noted that people of Jōmon ate much more shellfish more than historical 

Ainu since ancient people left huge shell heaps while Ainu don’t.   

 

4. Then, Tsuboi argued that there are very few similarities between art of Jōmon and that of 

historical Ainu. 

 

5. Moreover, Tsuboi noted that the Ainu did not produce pottery and stone tools, and have 

never used mud huts.  

Basing on these five points Tsuboi concluded that people of the Jōmon were not ancestors of the 

historical Ainu. 

3. Refutation of Tsuboi hypothesis and proofs of Koganei – Munro theory 

3.1. Linguistic analysis of words corpok-kur and tonci 
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First of all let’s consider the meaning of the word corpok-kur. It consists of two morphemes:  

corpok “under” and kur – “man”, “person”, “being” respected person/being”. Thus, it can be 

translated as “a person [from] under”/ “people [from] under”, i.e.: “people living under the 

ground”. In the island of Sakhalin, that tribe was called ton-ci. 

Laufer supposes that tonci and toici is the same word (toi “land” ci “house”, hence “earthy 

dwelling”). According to Laufer, Sakhalin Ainu houses also are called toici. Koganei heard 

that Sakhalin Ainu called their winter yurts toicise and those of summer sakcise. It seems to 

be possible that toici is local expression used in the island of Sakhalin, while Ainu of 

northern Kuril Islands moved to Sikotan
2
 by Japanese call their earthen yurts with a very 

similar word – toice (ce – dwelling). Koganei points on the fact that if we take word toicikuru 

heard by Tusboi in Ezo
3
 and detach component kuru from the word we receive the same 

name that was heard by Laufer in Sakhalin… Torii Ryudzō heard that two old women in the 

island of Etorofu
4
 called this mythical people toisekuru (se “dwelling”) (Pozdneev 42 – 43). 

Toi/toy means “soil”; ci/ce/se are variations of ci-se – “house”, “dwelling”, literary: “our nest / 

den”; [tontsi]/[toitsi] alternation is absolutely logical and regular since in Ainu language the 

following alternations: rt  tt, rn  nn, ns  ys, nc  yc happen on joints of 

morphemes.Thereby it is clear that words toy-ci and corpok-kur are absolutely normal Ainu 

words, their etymology is transparent and moreover words that are much alike were used by the 

Ainu themselves as name of their dwellings. 

3.2. Pit dwellings 

Pictures 1 and 2 show that Ainu of northern Kuril island used almost the same pit dwelling as 

people of Jōmon. 

 

 Pic. 1 Ainu of Northern Kuril islands in front of a pit dwelling in the island of Shikotan (source:   

http://www.um.u-tokyo.ac.jp/publish_db/2002Okhotsk/01/img/032.jpg – accessed May 2015) 

                                                           
2
 Contemporary Shikotan (pic 3) 

3
 Old name of Hokkaido (pic. 3) 

4
 Old name of Iturup (pic. 3) 

http://www.um.u-tokyo.ac.jp/publish_db/2002Okhotsk/01/img/032.jpg
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Pic. 2. Reconstruction of pit dwellings of Jōmon epoch  

(source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hira-

ide_Historic_Site_Park_reconstructed_Jomon_period_%283000_BC%29_houses.jpg accessed 

May 2015) 

3.3. Geographical distribution of the legend 

Also very interesting and important is the fact that the legend of corpok-kur was spread there 

where Ainu were already more or less japanized: 

Further northward
5
 the legend has terminated, in the northern Kuril Islands there nobody 

knows anything about it, and Ainu of Northern Kurils not only tell that the islands were not 

inhabited by someone else but insisted that they had lived in these islands since very deep 

antiquity. Being interrogated about the remains of the Stone Age they confidently 

responded that these remains belong to their ancestors (Pozdneev 1909: 52). 

3.4. Stone tools 

Also there are evidences that Ainu of Northern Kuril islands used stone tools in the second half 

of 19
th

 century yet: 

                                                           
5
 Further northward means further northward from Iturup (pic 3.) 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hira-ide_Historic_Site_Park_reconstructed_Jomon_period_%283000_BC%29_houses.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hira-ide_Historic_Site_Park_reconstructed_Jomon_period_%283000_BC%29_houses.jpg
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A very important discovery was made by Gunji Naritada (chairman of Kuril colonization 

office) in the island of Shumushu
6
...In the island of Shumushu in the terrain of Bettofu (or 

better Pettopo
7
) there are about 60 yurts; roofs of most of them failed but some of them still 

remain their initial shapes. These yurts were inhabited by North Kuril Ainu before they 

were moved to Sikotan in 1884. Inside the yurts beside different tools were found in the 

attic of one of them found a bunch of 20 – 30 arrows. Part of arrows was with arrowheads 

made of copper while the rest were with stone arrowheads. And it is especially interesting 

in the context that these stone arrowheads have no difference with arrowheads found during 

excavation of Stone Age settlements. Also was found a whole lot of stone splinters and 

ready-made arrowheads close to the hut and so we can suppose that there was a factory for 

manufacturing them.  

 

Pic. 3 Map showing main locations mentioned in text; green line marks region where legend 

about corpok-kur was well spread and where stone tools and pottery were forgotten; violet line 

marks region where the legend was unknown and stone tools and pottery were still in everyday 

use in second half of 19
th

 century; (drawn by the author after Google map screenshot) 

Gunji told Tsuboi about this find; and Tsuboi explains this in the following way: the 

inhabitants of these yurts occasionally found stone arrowheads and adjusted the arrowheads 

                                                           
6
 Contemporary Shumshu (pic. 3) 

7
 Contemporary Bettobi (pic. 4); Japanese signs for this toponym: 別飛 
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to some arrows they had. He also supposes that it’s quite possible that in the island of 

Shumushu they find a lot of stone arrowheads but this fact isn’t proof that contemporary 

Ainu of Northern Kuril islands were descendants of people of Stone Age whose remains we 

can see in the island of Ezo. Koganei on the contrary declares that, in his opinion, if we take 

into account the degree of development Ainu material culture, it appears much more likely 

that those stone arrowheads were made by none other except Northern Kuril Ainu 

themselves (Ibid: 40 – 41). 

Ainu of Ainu Northern Kuril islands say that in ancient times, when there were no iron yet, 

tools were made of stone, and only two different types of stone were used: 1) stone axes 

“poinamukaru” (poi = stone, mukaru = axe) were made of so called stone named esyuen, 

and 2) stone arrowheads anziai were made of stone named anzi (anzi = kind of stone, agate, 

ai = arrowhead). Unfortunately, the techniques of stone tools producing are now forgotten, 

but the Ainu of  Northern Kuril still preserve a wonderful saying of the time, they say at the 

end of hard work: “Poinamukaru niushpe ashinka shiri tinka”, that means “cutting tree by a 

stone axe required great efforts” (Ibid .: 52). 

 

Pic. 4 Bettobi (Pettopo/Bettofu) terrain location, probably the settlement mentioned by 

Pozdneev was locate somewhere near of the lake; (drawn by the author after Google map 

screenshot) 
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Pic. 5 Location of Mosir-kes terrain in the island of Rasshua (drawn by the author after Google 

map screenshot) 

3.5. Pottery 

In the time when Pozdneev wrote his book Jōmon pottery has not been well studied yet. 

Nevertheless, he says:  

We have more detailed information about clay utensils found in shell heaps than of stone 

tools. Ainu of Northern Kuril islands produced pots of clay before they received iron pots 

from Ainu of Ezo, (i.e: through Ainu from Japanese) or from North, from Russians. An 

aged man of seventy told Torii about the process of producing pottery the following: “First 

clay (toi) is mixed with sand (otta), then water is added, then they lump it all together, then 

as a ligamentous mean is added finely cut up fine fiber grass “nokanki”. Then they fabricate 

ring of this mass named “toikaryuu” (karyuu – ring); then it was possible to produce any 

utensil of this clay ring. Every ready-made vessel then was filled with water and set on the 

fire for calefaction. Water quickly boiled away and evaporated; when the pot completely 

dried up they removed it from fire.” That was a true art. However, not everywhere there was 

clay suitable for making pottery. This clay, for instance, was mined in the island of Alaid
8
 

and in Mozirikesi
9
 terrain in the island of Rashowa

10
. There were no special potters among 

                                                           
8
 Alaid is former name of Atlasov island (pic.4) 

9
 Mozirkesi is perverted Ainu Mosir-kes “End of island” (pic.5) 

10
 Contemporary Rasshua (Pic 3, 5) 
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Ainu; everyone produced pottery depending on needs. The art of pottery was mainly 

performed by women; the most skillful in this art were women of Paramusiri
11

 while 

women of Rashowa on the contrary were very unskillful. The art consisted mainly of the 

ability to use grass “nokanki”. They generally manufactured pots of two forms: one was 

called “toisyu”
12

 (pan in which they brew); the second one was alike a plate and was called 

“toisara” (sara – plate)
13

. To the edges of pan were attached handles and through the 

handles was threaded a rope twisted of grass named “muri”. The pan was hung by this rope 

over the fire for cooking food. Sometimes happened misfortunes: pan broke and it usually 

caused great chagrin. From all this can be seen that the tale of traditional way of life of Northern 

Kuril Ainu is still very fresh (Ibid.: 52 – 53). 
 

3.6. Dogū 

Dogū 土偶 are clay figurines of unknown functions found in layers of second half of Jōmon 

(about 6000  BC – 300 BC); their height varies from about 10 cm. to 30 cm. Due to very 

unusual appearance and as far as functions of dogū are unknown they are object of different 

amateurish and even freakish speculations. 

 

Pic. 6 Different dogū (source: http://metropolis.co.jp/arts/files/2010/01/art.jpg – accessed May 

2015) 

                                                           
11

 Contemporary Paramushir (Pic 3, 4) 
12

 Toisyu is distortion of original Ainu toi-su “soil pot”, “pot [made of] soil” 
13

 Sara “plate” is late borrowing from Japanese 

http://metropolis.co.jp/arts/files/2010/01/art.jpg
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Tsuboi who believed that artifacts of Jōmon culture are not of Ainu origin paid special attention 

to so called ‘figures in sunglasses’ i.e. figurines with disproportionately large eyes (pic. 7); he 

believed that dogū can be considered as portraits and due this cause thought that large eyes 

depicted sunglasses that were used by Eskimo to protect from snow blindness and thus he came 

to the conclusion that dogū depicted Eskimo but not Ainu.  

 

Pic. 7 A ‘figurine in sunglasses’ (source: http://www.e-yakimono.net/73-jomon.jpg – accessed 

May 2015) 

 

Pic. 8 Eskimo sun glasses (source: http://www.ijaak.com/wp-

content/uploads/2011/01/pic_inspiration1.jpg – accessed May 2015) 

http://www.e-yakimono.net/73-jomon.jpg
http://www.ijaak.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/pic_inspiration1.jpg
http://www.ijaak.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/pic_inspiration1.jpg
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But in Japan there were no conditions that could cause snow blindness so sunglasses were rather 

useless in Japan.  

Also dogū hardly can be considered as portraits as far as they obviously are grotesque, abstract 

images and therefore such eyes are something alike specific symbol rather than depiction of 

reality  (Munro: 227, 229). 

3.7. Ornaments 

Tsuboi insisted that there was little resemblance between art of Jōmon and that of modern Ainu. 

Let’s look at pic 9; if we would not have known that the left artifact is of Jōmon and the right is 

contemporary Ainu textile it would be possible to state that they were made after the same 

pattern. 

 

Pic. 9 Similarity of patterns of Jōmon pot (left) of Ainu textile (right) (source: Nonno 2013: 17) 

3.8. Physical anthropology data 

To confirm relationship between population of Jōmon era and historical Ainu Munro used data 

of craniology, he wrote that by comparison of individual features of crania from shell heaps and 

those of modern Ainu he came to the conclusion that they were of the same stock (Munro : 672 

– 673).  

Figure that is shown below in current texts was drawn by Koganei for Munro and Munro placed 

it in his book (Pic. 10); the figure shows this very similarity of Jōmon skull and historical Ainu 

skull.   

Prof. Koganei, who is at present carrying out an investigation of my specimens, has kindly 

drawn for me diagraphic outlines of No. 2 and of an ainu skull, which I have superimposed...  

The comparison of two isolated crania, it will be understood, is only made by way of 

illustration. The same degree of correspondence is not found in all the specimens any more 

than among the ainu crania. (Munro 673) 
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Pic. 10  Scheme drawn by professor Koganei for Munro, the scheme represents similarity of 

Ainu and Jōmon skull (source: Munro 1911: 668) 
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The same was noted by soviet anthropologist Levin: “For all the main features Neolithic skulls 

converge with Ainu skulls and take the extreme position in comparison with the skulls of the 

Japanese” (Levin 72). To the same conclusions also came modern anthropologists: Hanihara, 

Yamaguchi and so on (Hanihara 1996; Yamaguchi at al. 1990).  

In the time of Munro such methods as the analysis of discrete varying features and forensic 

dentistry were not widely spread yet. Meanwhile data received with usage of these methods are 

the most reliable proves of relationship between Jōmon population and modern Ainu; and 

proves of significant differences between Jōmon/Ainu and modern Japanese. (Kozintsev 1993; 

Turner 1976). 

3.9. Shell heaps 

Tsuboi noted that ‘historical’ Ainu did not leave the shell mounds while people of Jōmon era 

left huge shell heaps and due to this fact people of Jōmon and Ainu weren’t related.  It should be 

kept in mind that there is no culture that doesn’t improve its techniques; and Jōmon culture was 

not an exception. Gathering of shellfishes and chestnuts/nuts is the simplest activity of getting 

food. With developing of hunting and fishing techniques people started to eat more meat and 

fish and less shellfishes. Gathering was main activity when fishing and hunting techniques were 

not well developed yet; and gathering became an auxiliary technology of getting food when 

hunting and fishing techniques became well developed. Therefore there is no contradiction in 

the fact that people of Jōmon left large shell heaps while historic Ainu leave no shell heaps.  In 

the culture of the so called ‘historical Ainu’ fishing and hunting technologies was already well 

developed and coastal gathering has become a subsidiary way of getting food. 

3. 10. Toponyms 

Data of toponymy are evidences that Ainu and their language were widely disseminated 

throughout Japanese archipelago in the epoch when main corpus of Japanese toponyms was 

formed (middle of first millennium AD). 

When, therefore, we find many localities where shellheaps exist bearing names traceable to 

Ainu roots, we can only assume that persons using the same language as the Ainu were 

formerly established in such places…  

With regard to local names, however, we are assisted by the fact that Ainu place names are 

often descriptive of the locality. Ōmori, for instance, is generally supposed to be of Japanese 

origin, and to refer to a large wood or forest. But in suggesting that the name of this locality 

(which derives special interest from having been the first shellmound in Japan
14

 to yield up 

its treasures to scientific research) comes from two Ainu words 'O' "projecting" and Mori a 

"little hill", I am stating a topographical fact of much interest to a primitive people. A rising 

ground in the neighbourhood of the sea was of prime importance to the shell-mound builders. 

Here the village was safe from tidal waves and enjoyed a better strategical position than if 

built on the lower levels (Munro: 669). 

                                                           
14

 Pic 11 
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Pic. 11 Ōmori shell heap location (red point); a google map screenshot 

Imagine a peasant community seriously giving to its village such a name as “Inside 

Permission”, “Name Flat”, “Rice-field Name Tribe” or “Hares in a Row”! It is impossible to 

imagine any set of people being so flighty, least of all the prosaic peasantry of the Far East. 

But that the Ainos should have called those same localities by names signifying respectively 

“Bad (i.e. dangerous) River”, “the Cliff by the Stream”, “Long 

River” and “the Stream from the Lake”, is perfectly natural. Such names, taken from the 

physical features of the place, and especially from the peculiarities of its rivers, are in 

accordance with the geographical terminology of the Yezo
15

 Ainos at the present day. They 

are, indeed, such as are found among all races who have had to do with the naming of a new 

country. That the Japanese, during their gradual encroachment on Aino-land, should have 

appropriated many Aino names together with the soil itself, is equally natural. Indeed, the 

phenomenon is still taking place in Yezo, where we can go and watch it, where we can see 

the simple Aino names in the very act of transformation into fantastic shapes, under the 

double action of Japanese mispronunciation and of the application of the Chinese character. 

From the very beginning, the Japanese who first used Aino names were no purists. Very few 

of them even spoke Aino. They pronounced the alien names as best they could, moulding 

them unconsciously into harmony with the phonetic laws of their own language. Then, at last, 

came the learned men, the priests. Knowing nothing of Aino, and despising it even if they 

had known it, these men completed and fixed the work of change, by dressing up the 

Japanese mispronunciations in the garb of the Chinese character, the universal medium of 

written intercourse. Sometimes, indeed, they avowed themselves non-pulsed, and transcribed 

                                                           
15

 Yezo is old name of Hokkaido  
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the new names phonetically as best they could. In such cases the foreign origin of the names 

in question is still less open to doubt. To the modern investigator, the names written 

phonetically and the names written grotesquely are the two most valuable classes of Japanese 

place-names; for they are those in which the alien element is most easily detected 

(Chamberlain 1887: 66 – 67). 

Thus we have the following: so called ‘historical Ainu’ didn’t live in Western Japan (pic 12, 

orange line) but there can be seen toponyms of Ainu origin, and these toponyms are obviously 

connected with sites of Jōmon; also we can see similarity of Ainu and Jōmon art (3.7.); 

moreover skulls of Ainu much alike those of Jōmon people (3.8.); all these facts make us 

conclude that Ainu lived in those areas and that they were the founders of Jōmon culture.   

 

Pic. 12 Map representing area where ‘historical Ainu’ lived (red line) and area where toponyms 

of Ainu origin were initially found near Jōmon sites (orange line); (map drawn by the author 

after google map screenshot) 

4. Conclusion 

Basing on the facts described above, it can be stated that the legend of corpok-kur is nothing 

else but just a legend, i.e.: it isn’t evidence of an enigmatic pre-Ainu ethnicity but just a 

description of way of living that was practiced by Ainu themselves before Japonization.   
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Data of physical anthropology, toponymy, cultural geography, archaeology, ethnography are 

reliable evidences that artifacts of Stone Age era are products of no one else except direct 

ancestors of ‘historical Ainu’.   

The whole history of studying of the legend and especially the case of Tsuboi demonstrates that 

if data of particular sciences are considered outside of due contexts and are interpreted in the 

light of nationalistic mythology it can only lead to completely wrong conclusions. 
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